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Ayurvedic is one of the oldest probably the oldest medical systems in the world. Although Vedas speaks of different medicinal indifferent places, the most famous hymn is the hymn 'THE HEALING PLANTS' in Rig Veda (10-97), the Western world is using Indian herbs in their popular medicine for jaundice (Eclipta alba = Karisalankanni)
and heart problems (Rawolfia serpentine = Sarpagandhi) hymns about the herb's beliefs, indicating the vedic beliefs of the herb. The herb will cure all diseases, detoxify from the blood and even attract men to the wife. They associate all herbs with the Soma plant and the moon. They value magical and sacred properties to herbs. Ancient
Hindus were botanists and environmentalists. They studied their surroundings well. They use plants as similes in poetry, hundreds of plant names are in Tamil and Sanskrit literature. Unfortunately, we don't know the names of 107 herbs, but we come across hundreds of herbs in ayurvedic books of Charaka and Susrutha. This is the oldest
medical hymn in the world: 1.Tawny plants were born in ancient times three years before the gods; 2.Motherly, you have hundreds of styles and thousands of growth, you have hundreds of ways to work. Please note that the ancient three-year-old pre-god Vedas is the oldest religious book in the world. They're talking about 'ancient times!
I've written a post. How old is Indian civilization? In addition, observe the numbers 100, 1000, we are the ones who teach the decimal system of the world. If there is no decimal system, there is no cost-effective calculation. I'm skipping a few lines in hymns. A picture of the Susruthar statue in Haridwar 5.In the holy fig tree is your home. In
the tree of leaves, your habitat has been made. Of course, you will beat the cows as your share, if you beat the men (if you treat this man), please note Brahmins use peepal trees (Aswaththa; Ficus religiosa) from the days of the Indus/Sarasvathy civilization to this day. 19.You plant with a king as soma, spread out all over the world as you
are sent by brihaspati: consolidate your power in this plant of 20. Let our two and four-foot edifices not illness. Please note that Vedic priests pray not only for humans, but also for wildlife! They're very kind! All Hindu fire fighters used at least nine herbs (wood) in the fire. There is no proper scientific study. Because of our negligence, we
lost full knowledge of the 107 miracle herbs in Atharva Veda's four Vedas, Atharvana Veda is the most useful Veda. It contains bible verses for marriage, birth and death. It contains a fetish for a good sex life and herbs for a healthy life. Now I will give you details about the herb: AV Kanda 2 Jangida mani For the sake of a long life and for
pleasure I wear a fetish (mani) made of jangida, it will increase my strength and will dry up all forms of ill health (Jangida is a planted plant so that charm and fetish can be made out of it) AV Kanda 3 Parna mani A powerful amulet has come to destroy the enemy through its power. This fetish is like the strength of the gods and the juice of
all the herbs. Let me give me the power, this sukta is about a fetish made from the leaves of 7.8 palat, you are a leaf, but you are the protector of my body. May she increase my courage. I will put your energy on my man all year round AV Kanda 4 chant to remove the poison (from the tip of the arrow). Venom O! You can't make him angry
or unconscious. You're like food for him. What are the people who dug you up from the ground successfully? What is the mountain where you grow successfully? Their efforts have all come to nought. This juice is like an amrita itself, and with the help of it I detoxify all. O poison plant that leads to consciousness! I'll run away from you next
to you like an arrow. My herbal juices will expel you in a way that useless appliances are discarded. I banished this herbal poison AV Kanda 5 Kushta O herb, a herb named Kushta! The heavens are removed from the earth. It is there that God has been immortalized kushta plant. Keep him healthy and get rid of his disease. You're born
from a god, so soma is your friend, you're like a breath of life. You were born in the Himalayas, you brought welfare to humanity, just your praise, your prayers, you healed the diseases of the eyes and the head. You wash the body of bad blood and increase strength. Chillihashi or Laccha that night was your mother. The sky is your father
and your grandfather is the sun itself. You are known as Shillashi, you are the sister of the gods (Shilachi is a medicinal plant mainly used to repair cracks. You're the one who Man, you're the one who nurtures and heals. Like a man who embraces a woman, you climb around every tree. You are also known as the Spratly, you must be
found in the bhadra tree, plaksha, asvaththa, khadira (acacia) and dhava, you will be found in parrots (palasha) and nyagrodha (fig tree), you are a plant that heals all the wounds. Wife's Prayer I dug this herb up from the ground. This herb will attract his attention to me. This is an herb that protects one from all misfortune and prevents the
victim from falling to tempt it will bring him back to me, and it will give me happiness. I used it to gain power over my husband so that I could always be loved by him. 7.8 You get your tranquillity from the moon and your energy from the sun. Other Gods best god god's qualities to you. For this reason I praise you AV Kanda 8 heaven and
the world will elevate you The God who is the keeper will elevate you. All herbs brought by their King Soma will provide you with protection. They will make you rise above the earth. There are 650 Articles in English and Tamil on my blog on similar subjects. Enjoy reading! Contact swami_48@yahoo.com Charaka Samhitha Sampurna's
Android app (with English translation) The Android application of medicinal plants for Ayurvedic students LOHASAVAM uses reference ingredients and indicates LODHRASAVAM uses reference ingredients and kutajarishtam indications using reference ingredients and kumaryaya indications used, ingredients, references and indications
khadirarishtam used, ingredients, references and indications kanakasavam used, ingredients, references and indications of JIADYAKATAMTAM used, Ingredients, DURALHARHARISHTAM REFERENCE AND INDICATIONS USED, INGREDIENTS, REFERENCE AND INDICATION DRAKSHAR
USEISHTAM,INGREDIENT,INGREDIENT,CITINARTARATAM REFERENCE AND INDICATION USED,INGREDIENTS,INGREDIENTS AND INDICATION APPLYING APPLY,INGREDIENTSHTAM APPLY,INGREDIENTSHTAM USE,INGREDIENTSHTAM USE,INGREDIENTSHTAM USE,INGREDIENTS AND INDICATION APPLY AS
APPLY TOINS AND INDICATION APPLYING TO APPLYING AND INDICATION DANSHTAMTAM USE,INGREDIENTSHTAM CHITRAKASAVA uses M,ingredients,reference and indication CHAVIKASAVAM (Gulmachikitsa) uses, ingredients, references and indications of Ayurvedic treatment for IBS (irritable bowel syndrome) book of
Simple Medicine Siddha (Tamil) look inside the book detail **Contents and sample pages** Other Details: Weight of the book: 0.48 kg, look inside the book **Contents and sample pages** It makes the product available and shipped at a cheaper rate than Amazon. Thank you very much Linda USA thank you very much my order was
delivered today in perfect condition! Special thanks to the packing assistant! Bless safety and health Joy USA Thanks for the really good price compared to other sellers. I have introduced your site to my classmates of more than 40 people Kimia, USA, I am very happy to meet you!!! What a wonderful source for the Book of Indian Origins
at a reasonable price! Thank you! I appreciate your website and the products you have. I like the ancient cookbooks you have and always look for others. Here to share with my friend Sam USA. Charles Switzerland Namazte! Thanks for your help! I want to inform you that your package arrived today and everything is very good. I
appreciate all your support and will clearly continue to order your company form again in the near future! Lysett, Puerto Rico I just want to thank you again, just dost, for shipping Natalage. Now we have it in our house, thank you and exotic Indians. We're most grateful, Bahoot. Drea and Kalinidi, Ireland, I am very happy to see indian sites
providing art, crafts and books from all over India and sending them to the world! Well done. Looking forward to buying more from you. Varunda Vrunda
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